LiDAR
L
R and Opticcal Fillters – Help
ping
Au
utonom
mouss Vehicles SSee M
More C
Clearly
y
“What’s a ‘steering wh
heel’?” At the
e present time this would be a very straange question
n to hear askeed
from anyo
one who has driven, ridden in, or even seen a car buut in a couplee of decades tthis may not sseem
so unusuaal. The evoluttion of increaasingly affordable and capaable sensing aand imaging systems combined
with the desire
d
to creaate safer, morre efficient traansportation systems is drriving the devvelopment off
autonomo
ous vehicles (pun
(
intended
d). LiDAR is a key technoloogy that will eeventually heelp carry this
growth th
hrough to “Level 5” autono
omy  no ste
eering wheelss, no brake peedals, no hum
man interventtion
in driving..
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Fig.1 Leevels of Autom
currentt state‐of‐the art
Many high
h‐end (and in
ncreasingly middle and low
wer end) cars already havee some advanced driver‐
assistance
e systems (AD
DAS) to aid wiith collision detection/avo
d
oidance and laane departure warnings,
providing “Level 1 to Level 2” auton
nomy, with so
ome proto‐typpe/pre‐produ
uction vehiclees, such as thee
Audi 8, caapable of fullyy hands‐free operation
o
(“Level 3”). Som
me companies like Google//Waymo and
Volvo are skipping the interim stepss and workingg on developm
ment of fully autonomouss “Level 5” vehicles
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in the belief that consu
umer traction
n will only be gained with ffully automatted vehicles, n
not a hybrid
approach. It is too late
e to close the
e door as the “autonomous
“
s horse” is alrready out of tthe barn.

Enablin
ng autono
omy
Automotive autonomyy is fundamen
ntally about vehicles respoonding autom
matically ‐ navigating, brakiing,
m their enviro
onment; whetther other vehicles, road cconditions,
acceleratiing, steering ‐ to cues from
pedestrians or other potential, and unpredictablle obstacles oor hazards. Th
he old adage “you can’t
w
you don’t measure” applies
a
to auttomotive autoonomy; vehiccles need to m
measure theirr
manage what
environments and their place with in these dynaamically chan ging scenes b
by accurately sensing, imagging,
nditions and surroundings
s
s in order to m
manage their way safely th
hrough the en
ntire
and deteccting their con
road infraastructure and
d surroundingg environs.
There are
e many sensorr technologies that can contribute to crreating a dynamic 3D map
p of a vehicle and
its surroundings but th
he three key technologies
t
that
t
provide gguidance for automation o
of steering,
ng (that is, on
n‐road drivingg) are RADAR, cameras, an
nd, more receently LiDAR. TThere
acceleratiing and brakin
are pros and
a cons to eaach of these technologies
t
(see Figure 22).

Fig.2 Imagin
ng sensor tech
hnologies for autonomous vehicles
RADAR (b
both mid and long range) can
c measure distance
d
and relative veloccity of objectss at distancess of
up to 200m in all lighting and enviro
onmental con
nditions but, ddue to the long wavelengtths of radio w
waves
and the broad beams used,
u
is incap
pable of differrentiating andd resolving th
he details of the objects that
t direction a motorcycle
e is facing or w
whether a person is walkin
ng toward or away
are detectted (such as the
from the path of a vehicle).
Optical caameras can prrovide accuraate images of a scene but hhave limited rrange, do nott provide disttance
and relative velocity in
nformation, and are limited
d to functioniing in well‐lit conditions w
with good visib
bility.
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The vision provided by cameras most closely replicates that of human drivers but we want and need
autonomous solutions to be better than we are at seeing the driving environment.
LiDAR is the newest kid on the block when it comes to automotive sensing but is far from a new
technology. LiDAR is an acronym for Light Detection and Ranging and was established as a defense
technology 50 years ago (for secure distance measurement and targeting applications).
Fundamentally, LiDAR involves sending light (as opposed to radio waves used in RADAR) out from a
source and measuring the returned beam. Because the wavelengths used (typically 905nm or 1550nm)
are many orders of magnitude shorter than radio waves, a much finer resolution image can be formed
of the objects intersected by the incident light. Additionally, unlike cameras, LiDAR systems illuminate
the surroundings and so are not reliant on ambient lighting working equally well day or night. Working
at wavelengths longer than the visible also provides an advantage in reduced visibility conditions (such
as fog or rain) although the very long radio waves of RADAR have a significant advantage in these
conditions. Eye‐safety is another key factor when using laser illumination. The lower power of the
1550nm sources addresses this concern. Last but not least comes price; while prices are dropping LiDAR
systems are still more expensive than either RADAR or camera options. While 905nm LiDAR systems can
use standard CMOS or CCD Si detectors common in camera technologies, 1550nm systems employ
InGaAs detectors which are still much more expensive. It is expected that as the demand for these
longer wavelength detectors increases prices will come down making this option commercially viable.
There are several different architectures and methodologies employed in LiDAR systems; from micro‐
mechanical mirrors (MEMs) to solid state “flash” LiDAR. However in most configurations the LiDAR
system uses time‐of‐flight to sense distances to objections intersecting the illuminating beam. Time‐of‐
flight systems measure, through one of several different methodologies, the elapsed time from launch
of a pulsed beam of light to detection of the reflected returned beam and uses this time to calculate the
distance traveled.
Distance = Velocity [c/na] x Time of flight [(tr‐tl)/2]
c ‐ speed of light; na ‐ refractive index of air; tr ‐ time when pulse returns; tl ‐ time when pulsed was launched

By continuously scanning the surrounding environment and using this time‐of‐flight distance
information a real‐time 3D point map can be generated. The resolution achievable with LiDAR mapping
means that this map can not only show the presence of an obstacle but also allows for image
recognition to determine what the object and how it is moving within the environment. For example, if
the object is another car, is it parked or moving and what direction is it facing (is it going to enter the
driver’s path or is it driving away).
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For these systems to operate properly and generate accurate images, it is critical that the detector is
able to distinguish and discriminate the returning beam from other light sources such as ambient
daylight, street lighting, head‐lights, and even other LiDAR systems. This is where optical filters play a
role.

Don’t forget your sunglasses
If detectors are the “eyes” of a LiDAR system then optical filters are the “sunglasses” – reducing glare to
allow the eyes to see what they are looking for without the background noise. In practice, this means
two of the primary functions of optical filters in these systems are a) to reduce scattered light, ghosting
and back reflections, and b) to provide wavelength selectivity to block all light from reaching the
detector with the exception of the launched LiDAR beam, providing “more signal, with less background”
to the detector.
Reduction of reflected/scattered images can be achieved by effective low loss anti‐refection (AR)
coatings. These coatings are designed to provide low reflectivity (<0.5%) over the wavelength and
angular range that the optics to be coated (lenses, windows, filters) need to operate.
Wavelength selectivity requires a more complex optical filter with as narrow a high transmission band
(the signal) as possible with broad and deep blocking of all other extraneous light (the noise). This band‐
pass filter functionality is very common in many optical applications. As mentioned above, automotive
LiDAR systems typically operate at either 905nm or 1550nm; in either case the desired band‐pass filter
will have high (>90%) transmittance at the “launch” laser wavelength. The difference lies in the range
over which Si or InGaAs detectors operate (~300‐1100nm and ~900‐1700nm respectively) as this defines
the region over which deep (preferably <0.01% average (OD4)) blocking of the background “noise” is
required.
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Fig.3 905nm
m band‐pass filter
f
spectrall performance curve
There are
e several aspe
ects of LiDAR systems
s
inten
nded for autoomotive use tthat present sspecial challenges
to optical filter and coaating designe
ers and manuffacturers. Firrst among theese is the opeerating
perature rangge (‐40C to +880C) and, parrticularly in th
he
environment; these filtters may see a broad temp
t rain, ice, ro
oad salt, and aall of the otheer elements eencountered as a
case of windows, may be exposed to
oad. This unco
ontrolled envvironment driives the need
d for thermally stable filterrs as
car drivess down the ro
well as filtters compose
ed of very rob
bust and reliable coatings. Additionallyy, these filterss need to be aable
to operate under these
e conditions without
w
main
ntenance or caalibration forr the life of th
he vehicle.
ely, similar concerns existe
ed for optical communicatiions filters (caaptured in Teelcordia reliab
bility
Fortunate
standardss) so these problems are well
w understoo
od and largelyy solved by fiilter manufaccturers; especcially
those coaating thin film filters with energetic
e
sputttering depossition techniq
ques.
Secondly, many LiDAR systems emp
ploy a wide fie
eld‐of‐view (FFOV) at the detector enab
bling scanningg over
ptical filters too function oveer a wide anggular range
a broad sccene but creaating a requirement for op
without lo
oss of perform
mance. Multii‐layer interfe
erence films i nherently exp
perience a “b
blue‐shift” to
shorter wavelengths
w
with
w increasingg angles of in
ncident light aand, to quote Star Trek’s Scotty, “ye can
nnae
change th
he laws of phyysics”. To add
dress this wavvelength shiftt, the filter caan be “over‐d
designed” to h
have
a pass‐band that is extended to the
e red side of the laser waveelength to maaintain transm
mission of thee
t comprom
mises the bloccking as it resu
ults in a
laser overr a broad angle range. Unffortunately, this
broadene
ed pass‐band at any one an
ngle of incidence. Howeveer, new material sets havee been develo
oped
with imprroved angularr insensitivity, enabling the
e design of naarrower filterr solutions thaan were
previouslyy available.

The Road to the Future
F
In addition to the technical challengges mentione
ed above, wheen automotivve LiDAR systeems become
ubiquitou
us, huge comm
mercial pressure will arise for both a low
w‐cost and high productio
on capacity fillter
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supply chain. Finding a technical solution is not enough; it is necessary to develop a solution that is
scalable to support what are sure to be rapidly growing needs for “cheap sunglasses” for all of the
autonomous “drivers” soon to hit the roads.
There is still a long road ahead of us before the streets are filled with “Level 5” autonomous vehicles but
we have begun down the path and are already reaping the benefits of automotive photonics sensor
technologies and the optical filters that enable them to see clearly.
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